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CASE
# 61
#61
# 11
#11

DOWN
1. Each pylon flies two f______ from the
poles.
4. Two s______ of the pharaoh stand
outside the temple
2. The Royal Vessels from the city of Ur
are made of g_____
7. The fluted c__ comes from the grave of
queen Pu-abi.

#48
#48
#38
#16

#3
#3
#20
#7
#64

9. Artefact #2 is a h_________ made
from flint
17. Means “sacred writing”

19. Ancient people used 0______ oil in
their lamps
8. Soot on the lamp spouts is evidence of
the b_________ wick
15. The sacred Egyptian beetle
29. Cuneiform is a type of w_______ used
on tablets from Mesopotamia
27. The largest amphitheatre

#13
#13
#14
#49
#50
#44
#47
#47

14. The Egyptian word “Pharaoh” means
g_______h_______
6. The Parthenon is built on the a_______
of Athens
33. The Great Sphinx was probably built
by Pharaoh K______

ACROSS

30. The temple gate is flanked by
p______

34. Roman s_____ are training inside
the fort
37. Legionaries are on guard duty on
the fort’s t________
16. "Lady of Brassempouy" is carved
from m_________ tusk ivory
20. The famous R_______ stone
allowed the decipherment of the
oldest Egyptian writing

12. A type of ancient Egyptian paper
5. Used to make cuneiform tablets
10. The human fighters of Roman
amphitheatres
38. The Epic of G________ is one of
the stories of the Great Flood
32. He discovered the first tablet of
the story of the Great Flood
22. The pharaoh was the k_____ of
the Egyptians
36. The patron goddess of the city of
Athens
31. The Sphinx is in the form of a
human-headed l_____
28. The name of King Tutankhamun’s
headdress
13. The city in Turkey entered by
means of a wooden horse
21. The writer of the Iliad and the

#32

25. King of the Greek gods

CASE
#43

DOWN
11. Egyptian ushabtis were model
w_______ placed in Egyptian tombs
3. A slave is being attacked by these
insects
24. The three bronze a___________ come
from Western Persia

#62
#22

Odessey
35. He conquered all of the ancient
world and was called ”the Great”
ACROSS
18. The Egyptians believed in an
a____________
26. A dead wild pig being brought into
the villa
15. The two lead bullets were fired
using a s_______

